2016 EUV Source Workshop
November 7-8-9, 2016
Amsterdam Science Park/ARCNL

Workshop Venue
The workshop is held at the Amsterdam Science Park Congress Centre.
Address:
Science Park 123, 1098 XG
Amsterdam, the Netherlands

Google maps location link:
https://www.google.nl/maps/place/Science+Park+123,+1098+XG+Amsterdam/@52.3566777,4.949814,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x47c60943849abc4f:0x2604d7fd642ac8fc18m2!3d52.3566777!4d4.9518701

Transportation Information
Attendees traveling by air will fly into Amsterdam Schiphol Airport.
Attendees traveling by train will enter at Amsterdam Centraal Station.

Unlimited Public Transport in Amsterdam
An Amsterdam Travel Ticket lets you use virtually all of the city’s public transport on one ticket. Use it for unlimited* travel on the metro, bus or tram. You can choose either a one, two or three-day card to best suit your travel needs. Visit Discoverholland.com to buy your ticket online. You can also buy your ticket in person at the I amsterdam Visitor Centre, AKO, Connexxion and at the yellow Service and Ticket Desk in Schiphol Plaza, the airport’s main foyer.

Train tickets
You can travel on NS (the Dutch Railways) with either a single-use chipcard or an OV-chipkaart. Both are available from the yellow ticket machines with the blue overhead sign reading ‘traintickets’. OV-chipkaart cardholders can also use the ticket machines with the yellow overhead sign.

Frequently used bus services from Schiphol airport.
The most important connection:;
Amsterdam City Centre: line 197 / Amsterdam Airport Express departs every 15 minutes to the city centre of Amsterdam. More information www.bus197.nl

Visit Amsterdam Science Park
Information for travel to the Amsterdam Science Park is available at the following link:
**Recommended lodging information**

1. **Hotel Casa 400** (pre-reserved rooms, after October 7th unused rooms will be released)
   - Eerste Ringdijkstraat 4
   - 1097 BC AMSTERDAM
   - 020-665 1171
   - reservations@casa400.nl
   - Public transport: Amstelstation > Bus 40 > Station Amsterdam Science Park

   Rooms have been reserved under special booking code **GF17646** for EUVL Workshop attendees for the rate of € 114 per night including VAT and breakfast. Please send an e-mail to reservations@casa400.nl to make a reservation using this booking code.

2. **Hampshire hotel – The Manor** (pre-reserved rooms, after September 21st unused rooms will be released)
   - Linnaeusstraat 89
   - 1093 EK AMSTERDAM – Oost
   - 035 – 677 7217
   - reservations.manor@hampshire-hotels.com (*please use the special booking form enclosed)
   - Public transport: Muiderpoortstation Amsterdam > Bus 40 > Station Amsterdam Science Park

   Rooms have been reserved for the EUVL Workshop attendees for the rate of € 125 per night including VAT and breakfast. The payment for the room, city tax and breakfast and incidental charges are settled individually by the guest upon departure. The reservation can be confirmed, after signing enclosed *booking form.
   *Please see enclosed the booking form.

**Other hotel recommendations in the area of Amsterdam Science Park**

1. **Hampshire Hotel – Lancaster AMS**
   - Plantage Middenlaan 48
   - 1018 DH AMSTERDAM
   - 035 – 677 7217
   - info.lancaster@hampshire-hotels.com

2. **Bastion Hotel Amsterdam Amstel (free parking)**
   - Verlengde v. Marwijk Kooistraat 30
   - 1096 BX AMSTERDAM – Zuid
   - 020 – 663 4567
   - info@bastionhotels.nl

3. **Tulip Inn Amsterdam Centre**
   - Beursstraat 11-19
   - 1012 JT Amsterdam
   - 020 – 622 0535
   - info@tulipinnamsterdamcentre.nl

**In need of visa and/or other travel information?**
If you need additional information, please contact the arcnlsecretariaat@arcnl.nl or via phone at + 31 20 851 7100.
www.euvlitho.com